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Abstract

The Sketch staff is proud to dedicate this 20th anniversary issue to Dr. Pearl Hogrefe, our faculty literary advisor...
The editors observed this recurrent fact: that at Iowa State a great interest exists in the quality of the teaching, and that it is significant enough to be recognized by more action. These are suggestions that have come to us—once again, from among both students and faculty:

(1) Initiating mandatory teacher rating on present Cardinal Guild forms.
(2) Using a revised class-discussion form of teacher-rating.
(3) Not relying on teacher rating at all but on constructive criticism volunteered by students to their teachers.
(4) Making students more aware of what the faculty is doing to better its own teaching.
(5) Recreating a fresher student attitude in place of student apathy.
(6) Using existent faculty-student organs more effectively to make all grass-roots opinions available to higher ups.

We wish to thank those faculty members and students who nobly took the initiative in putting their views on paper. We also thank those who gave their experience and their opinions in interviews. They have contributed, we hope, to a larger and more useful objective consideration of teaching at Iowa State.
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The Sketch staff is proud to dedicate this 20th anniversary issue to Dr. Pearl Hogrefe, our faculty literary advisor. Dr. Hogrefe recognized the need for a literary magazine when she came to Iowa State in 1931 and it was through her efforts that Sketch was first printed in May 1934. Our very best wishes to you, Dr. Hogrefe, and many thanks for your guidance.